Writers Insights

Do you dream of writing a novel? Are you
confused on how to get started with writing
it? Have you already started writing a
novel and need direction on things like
flow, pace, characterization, editing, and
marketing? Then, this book is perfect for
you. Writers Insights is chocked full of tips
and advice from best-selling novelist Suzie
Carr and several experts in the industry.
Prolific author Suzie Carr guides you
through a simple process to help you
organize your thoughts and navigate the
path from the first sentence of your novel
to the very last. This book is jam-packed
with useful information. Heres just a little
of what youll learn: essentials to productive
writing, ways to keep creativity flowing,
creating the perfect book title, developing
characters, hooking a reader from the first
page, planning the plot, charting scenes,
creating conflict, writing snappy dialogue,
writing a synopsis, editing tips, publishing
options, branding, and building a strong
readership.
Carrs approach will clear
through the clutter and offer you an
easy-to-understand method of staying
focused and organized as you move toward
your dream of becoming a novelist.
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Month gathers a wide range of insights andWhen George Plimpton asked Ernest Hemingway what the best training for
an aspiring writer would be in a 1954 interview, Hem replied, Lets say that he
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